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Love on a Rotten Day
"Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home! Lizzie and Charles
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Peterson love puppies. Even though they finally have their very own puppy, Buddy,
Lizzie still can't get enough time with dogs. She helps her Aunt Amanda at her
doggie day care center as often as she can. At the doggie day care, Lizzie meets a
pesky but lovable pug named Pugsley. Pugsley is adorable, but he didn't earn the
nickname Mr. Pest for nothing and his owners decide he's too much of a handful to
keep! Will Lizzie figure out how to get Pugsley to behave and find him a forever
home?"

Dog Days of History
Chuck’s a cat with a great life—until Katie goes away to college and his best friend
moves. Left all alone, Chuck starts to venture farther and farther into the
neighborhood and one fateful night finds himself face-to-face with a beast as big
and black as death. His name is Rotten Willy—and he’s a dog with a heart of gold.

Upchuck and the Rotten Willy
The Cosmopolitan Bedside Astrologer and author of the best-selling Love on a
Rotten Day applies her signature snarky insights to workplace politics, counseling
readers on how to understand the darker side of coworker astrological signs to
overcome challenges and further a career. Original.
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Born on a Rotten Day
Have you ever been REALLY mad at your best friend?

My Friend Anna
The Salty Avocado is a children's book about a truly rotten fruit who finds
redemption in the healing power of raspberry hugs. The book features Chris
Piascik's vibrant illustrations and style-defining lettering matched with Aaron
Cohen's playful and endearing story. This book is for kids who like big colors and
catchy words, but it's also for parents who end up reading the same story every
single night. (This is every parent.) The Salty Avocado wasn't always so salty, in
fact, he used to be one of the more popular members of his home in the fridge.
Then one day, an accident changed him. It wasn't his fault, but after that day
Avocado's mood turned dark and there wasn't anything any of his food friends
could do. Little by little the other foods desserted (get it?) him. Soon he was all
alone and liked it that way. Can anything change Avocado back to his gregarious
self? With whimsical rhymes and rousing illustrations, The Salty Avocado teaches
the value of friendship in the face of adversity.

Vanessa's Rotten Day
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It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia are abuzz with mosquitoes
and rumors of fever. Down near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl at the Cook Coffeehouse. But
fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of her
childhood playmate. New customers have overrun her family's coffee shop, located
far from the mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of fever are all but
overshadowed by dreams of growing her family's small business into a thriving
enterprise. But when the fever begins to strike closer to home, Mattie's struggle to
build a new life must give way to a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

The Salty Avocado: A Rotten Fruit Finds Redemption After an
Accident Through the Perseverance of Friends.
"I remember the day I lost my spirit." So begins the story of Gertrude Simmons,
also known as Zitkala-Ša, which means Red Bird. Born in 1876 on the Yankton
Sioux reservation in South Dakota, Zitkala-Ša willingly left her home at age eight to
go to a boarding school in Indiana. But she soon found herself caught between two
worlds—white and Native American. At school she missed her mother and her
traditional life, but Zitkala-Ša found joy in music classes. "My wounded spirit
soared like a bird as I practiced the piano and violin," she wrote. Her talent grew,
and when she graduated, she became a music teacher, composer, and performer.
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Zitkala-Ša found she could also "sing" to help her people by writing stories and
giving speeches. As an adult, she worked as an activist for Native American rights,
seeking to build a bridge between cultures. The coauthors tell Zitkala-Ša’s life by
weaving together pieces from her own stories. The artist's acrylic illustrations and
collages of photos and primary source documents round out the vivid portrait of
Zitkala-Ša, a frightened child whose spirit "would rise again, stronger and wiser for
the wounds it had suffered."

You Were Born on a Rotten Day
A group of friends reunite after one of them has returned from a mysterious twoyear disappearance in this edgy and haunting debut. Julie is missing, and no one
believes she will ever return—except Elise. Elise knows Julie better than anyone,
and feels it in her bones that her best friend is out there and that one day Julie will
come back. She’s right. Two years to the day that Julie went missing, she
reappears with no memory of where she’s been or what happened to her. Along
with Molly and Mae, their two close friends from college, the women decide to
reunite at a remote inn. But the second Elise sees Julie, she knows something is
wrong—she’s emaciated, with sallow skin and odd appetites. And as the weekend
unfurls, it becomes impossible to deny that the Julie who vanished two years ago is
not the same Julie who came back. But then who—or what—is she?
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Leveled Books (K-8)
Thomas is taking the judge to the train show! He speeds up a hill, across a ridge,
through a tunnel, and over a bridge. But as soon as Thomas starts to go
fast—screech!—he has to slow down. A goat is in the way, the wind is pushing him
back, the tunnel is very dark, and logs are on the track! As soon as Thomas gets
past each delay, he gets to go fast—at last! But will they reach the show on time?
Go, Thomas, go!

Rotten Pumpkin
Don’t let your life be bullied by Pluto. Discover how to domesticate astrology’s bad
boy and master the transition into the Pluto era. Pluto, the planet of
transformation, is in transit in Capricorn through 2024, awakening a tidal force of
change. The last time we saw this combination, the world felt the impact in the
Revolutionary War that birthed America. In this wickedly funny guidebook, worldrenowned astrologers Hazel Dixon-Cooper and Cathleen Bridgett Walther are here
to show you how to use this unique time to overcome fear, guilt, regret, and selfpunishment, and find your place in the cosmos. Their in-your-face advice and stepby-step instructions will help you unlock the heroic part of your soul and flourish in
every aspect of your life. Pluto’s transit in Capricorn presents all of us with a series
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of cosmic wakeup calls—bringing a unique opportunity to overcome our most
difficult and ingrained traits. Begin now with Harness Astrology's Bad Boy, and you
will emerge this Pluto transit stronger, wiser, and more in control of your life than
ever before.

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York
Times bestselling, modern classic in which boys are forced to dig holes day in and
day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse.
A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has
been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys
build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide
and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot
of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because
the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up
lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from
Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new
middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New York
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Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK
OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

Bad Apple
Fountas & Pinnell take you through every aspect of leveled books from how to
select and use them for different instructional purposes to prototype descriptions
for fiction and nonfiction books at each level.

Red Kayak
Have you ever been REALLY mad at your best friend?

Born on a Rotten Day
Forging a fast but unusual friendship with Will the worm, Mac, a young apple, is
bullied by other apples who say that apples and worms are not supposed to like
each other, a situation that compels Mac to stand up for himself.

Kaa’s Hunting (The First Jungle Book)
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A troubled teen. A rescued Rottweiler. An unlikely friendship. Jimmer "JD" Dobbs is
back in town after spending the summer "upstate." No one believes his story about
visiting his aunt, and it's pretty clear that he has something to hide. It's also pretty
clear that his mom made a new friend while he was away---a rescued Rottweiler
that JD immediately renames Johnny Rotten (yes, after that guy in the Sex Pistols).
Both tough but damaged, JD and Johnny slowly learn to trust each other, but their
newfound bond is threatened by a treacherous friend and one snap of Johnny's
powerful jaws. As the secrets JD has tried so hard to keep under wraps start to
unravel, he suddenly has something much bigger to worry about: saving his dog.
Michael Northrop is the New York Times bestselling author of TombQuest, an epic
book and game adventure series featuring the magic of ancient Egypt. He is also
the author of Trapped, an Indie Next List Selection, and Plunked, a New York Public
Library best book of the year and an NPR Backseat Book Club selection. An editor
at Sports Illustrated Kids for many years, he now writes full-time from his home in
New York City. Learn more at www.michaelnorthrop.net.

YOU WERE BORN ON A ROTTEN DAY
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for
almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
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built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps
that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient
message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A
Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A
realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge
of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book
itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

Heidi
In this wickedly funny guide, professional astrologer Hazel Dixon-Cooper casts off
sugar-coated astrology in favor of exploring the maladjusted side of the universe. If
you want the inside scoop, the real deal, the lowdown on each sun sign, then look
no further. It's time to forget those traditional astrology books where Sagittarians
are gregarious, Capricorns are ambitious, and Pisceans are dreamers. Instead,
enter a world where Archers are loud-mouthed bores, Goats are pompous social
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climbers, and Fish are chronically helpless. Dixon-Cooper debunks the myths,
reveals the flaws, and examines the dubious virtues of each sun sign. Discover how
to use your own inner brat to outwit bullies, outmaneuver manipulators, and win
those endless games that lovers play. Learn how to deal with those dysfunctional
people you encounter every day, including how to: contain a Ram's oversized ego
calm a raging Bull keep a fickle Twin faithful Irreverent, biting, and laugh-out-loud
funny, Born on a Rotten Day exaggerates the bad, exorcises the good, and puts a
new spin on the age-old question -- what's your sign?

Are You a Rotten Fish?
Sex and the City meets Catch Me if You Can in the astonishing true story of Anna
Delvey, a young con artist posing as a German heiress in New York City—as told by
the former Vanity Fair photo editor who got seduced by her friendship and then
scammed out of more than $62,000. Vanity Fair photo editor Rachel DeLoache
Williams’s new friend Anna Delvey, a self-proclaimed German heiress, was worldly
and ambitious. She was also generous—picking up the tab for lavish dinners at Le
Coucou, infrared sauna sessions at HigherDOSE, drinks at the 11 Howard Library
bar, and regular workout sessions with a celebrity personal trainer. When Anna
proposed an all-expenses-paid trip to Marrakech at the five-star La Mamounia
hotel, Rachel jumped at the chance. But when Anna’s credit cards mysteriously
stopped working, the dream vacation quickly took a dark turn. Anna asked Rachel
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to begin fronting costs—first for flights, then meals and shopping, and, finally, for
their $7,500-per-night private villa. Before Rachel knew it, more than $62,000 had
been charged to her credit cards. Anna swore she would reimburse Rachel the
moment they returned to New York. Back in Manhattan, the repayment never
materialized, and a shocking pattern of deception emerged. Rachel learned that
Anna had left a trail of deceit—and unpaid bills—wherever she’d been. Mortified,
Rachel contacted the district attorney, and in a stunning turn of events, found
herself helping to bring down one of the city’s most notorious con artists. With
breathless pacing and in-depth reporting from the person who experienced it
firsthand, My Friend Anna is an unforgettable true story of money, power, greed,
and female friendship.

The City of Ember
Vanessa's Rotten Day is a whimsical tale that is based on a true animal rescue
story. One hot August morning, Vanessa, a young turkey vulture, is hunting for
food when she sports a half-buried dog in a field. She swoops down and enjoys a
savory meal. As she flies home, she begins to feel sick. Before long, she falls from
the sky and crashes into a stranger's backyard. She's scared, unable to move, and
desperately wants her mother. She trembles with fear as a human shadow closes
in on her. What made her sick? Will the human harm her? Will she ever see her
family again?
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The Pursuit of Grouchiness
Friends on a Rotten Day
It’s about time for Friends on a Rotten Day, the first astrology book to focus
entirely on friendships. After all, lovers come and go, but our girlfriends sustain,
nurture, and protect us from cradle to grave. Friends on a Rotten Day explores the
supportive, uproarious, and sometimes complex, relationships between girlfriends
through an in-depth astrological analysis of each Sun sign. Dixon-Cooper shows
readers what makes their friend tick on a soul level, revealing each friend’s inner
character, friendship style, love style (including what to do or not do if a pal picks a
loser), and party style. She offers suggestions on the best gifts to buy your friend,
how to calm her down, cheer her up, and return the unconditional support and love
that she gives you. Readers will discover why their Gemini buddy changes her
mind so often, why the Virgo gal pal sweats the small stuff, why a Scorpio girlfriend
sometimes seems distant, and why the Leo chum needs frequent headpats. They’ll
also learn why a Pisces pal should never be forced to make a snap decision, why a
Capricorn girlfriend might seem too serious for her own good, the truth about a
Taurus friend’s hidden anxieties, the competitive side of an Aries chum, what
causes Cancer pal’s emotional train wrecks, why the Aquarius buddy has a
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rebellious side, and why the Sagittarius girlfriend has occasional angry outbursts.
"Dixon-Cooper reveals what every astrologer knows but none has dared say. (She)
takes us on a seriously humorous ride through the land of truth and consequences.
I highly recommend it." --Suzanne White

Fever 1793
Penelope is a little different. She might also be a littleundead. After biting some
teachers, Penelope gets sent home from school. And that's when things go from
bad to worse! What would you do if your best friend turned out to be a zombie?
This hilarious tale is perfect for anyone who thinks the B in BFF should stand for
BRAINS.

The Return
In this wickedly funny guide, professional astrologer Hazel Dixon-Cooper casts off
sugar-coated astrology in favor of exploring the maladjusted side of the universe. If
you want the inside scoop, the real deal, the lowdown on each sun sign, then look
no further. It's time to forget those traditional astrology books where Sagittarians
are gregarious, Capricorns are ambitious, and Pisceans are dreamers. Instead,
enter a world where Archers are loud-mouthed bores, Goats are pompous social
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climbers, and Fish are chronically helpless. Dixon-Cooper debunks the myths,
reveals the flaws, and examines the dubious virtues of each sun sign. Discover how
to use your own inner brat to outwit bullies, outmaneuver manipulators, and win
those endless games that lovers play. Learn how to deal with those dysfunctional
people you encounter every day, including how to: contain a Ram's oversized ego
calm a raging Bull keep a fickle Twin faithful Irreverent, biting, and laugh-out-loud
funny, Born on a Rotten Day exaggerates the bad, exorcises the good, and puts a
new spin on the age-old question -- what's your sign?

Rotten
Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate and
then finds out what it is like when she, too, becomes a target. Reissued with a
fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.

Red Bird Sings
After a jack-o-lantern's night in the spotlight, it gets discarded in the garden, where
different animals, bugs, fungi, worms, slime molds, and microbes feed off of it and
break it down into the soil, where its nutrients help a pumpkin seed grow.
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A Long Petal of the Sea
Named a best book of the year by Entertainment Weekly, Time, and The Chicago
Tribune, and named a notable book by The New York Times Book Review and The
Washington Post “Remarkable . . . With this book [Wolitzer] has surpassed
herself.”—The New York Times Book Review "A victory . . . The Interestings secures
Wolitzer's place among the best novelists of her generation. . . . She's every bit as
literary as Franzen or Eugenides. But the very human moments in her work hit you
harder than the big ideas. This isn't women's fiction. It's
everyone's."—Entertainment Weekly (A) From Meg Wolitzer, the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Female Persuasion, a novel that has been called
"genius" (The Chicago Tribune), “wonderful” (Vanity Fair), "ambitious" (San
Francisco Chronicle), and a “page-turner” (Cosmopolitan). The summer that Nixon
resigns, six teenagers at a summer camp for the arts become inseparable.
Decades later the bond remains powerful, but so much else has changed. In The
Interestings, Wolitzer follows these characters from the height of youth through
middle age, as their talents, fortunes, and degrees of satisfaction diverge. The kind
of creativity that is rewarded at age fifteen is not always enough to propel
someone through life at age thirty; not everyone can sustain, in adulthood, what
seemed so special in adolescence. Jules Jacobson, an aspiring comic actress,
eventually resigns herself to a more practical occupation and lifestyle. Her friend
Jonah, a gifted musician, stops playing the guitar and becomes an engineer. But
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Ethan and Ash, Jules’s now-married best friends, become shockingly
successful—true to their initial artistic dreams, with the wealth and access that
allow those dreams to keep expanding. The friendships endure and even prosper,
but also underscore the differences in their fates, in what their talents have
become and the shapes their lives have taken. Wide in scope, ambitious, and
populated by complex characters who come together and apart in a changing New
York City, The Interestings explores the meaning of talent; the nature of envy; the
roles of class, art, money, and power; and how all of it can shift and tilt
precipitously over the course of a friendship and a life.

Go, Train, Go! (Thomas & Friends)
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the
thought that other people have bad days too.

My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother
In The Pursuit of Grouchiness, Oscar the Grouch teaches you how to lose friends
and grouchily influence people. There’s no greater expert on celebrating a crummy
day than Oscar the Grouch. After complaining about cheerfulness for decades from
his trash can on Sesame Street, Oscar now shares his secrets for making sure
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you’re as curmudgeonly as possible, all day, every day. It's the perfect gift for your
grouchy friends, your annoyingly upbeat friends who could stand to be a little
grouchier, and even just yourself—because a bad day can always get worse. Now
get lost! And have a rotten day! An Imprint Book PRAISE FOR THE PURSUIT OF
GROUCHINESS: “MMM, me LOVE this book. So tasty! (Might be fun to read, too.)”
—Cookie Monster For more fun from folks who live on Sesame Street, check out
Cookie Monster's The Joy of Cookies and Bert and Ernie's Importance of Being Ernie
(and Bert)

My Rotten Friend
Holes
From the New York Times bestselling author of The House of the Spirits, this epic
novel spanning decades and crossing continents follows two young people as they
flee the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War in search of a place to call home. “One
of the most richly imagined portrayals of the Spanish Civil War to date, and one of
the strongest and most affecting works in [Isabel Allende’s] long career.”—The
New York Times Book Review In the late 1930s, civil war grips Spain. When General
Franco and his Fascists succeed in overthrowing the government, hundreds of
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thousands are forced to flee in a treacherous journey over the mountains to the
French border. Among them is Roser, a pregnant young widow, who finds her life
intertwined with that of Victor Dalmau, an army doctor and the brother of her
deceased love. In order to survive, the two must unite in a marriage neither of
them desires. Together with two thousand other refugees, they embark on the SS
Winnipeg, a ship chartered by the poet Pablo Neruda, to Chile: “the long petal of
sea and wine and snow.” As unlikely partners, they embrace exile as the rest of
Europe erupts in world war. Starting over on a new continent, their trials are just
beginning, and over the course of their lives, they will face trial after trial. But they
will also find joy as they patiently await the day when they will be exiles no more.
Through it all, their hope of returning to Spain keeps them going. Destined to
witness the battle between freedom and repression as it plays out across the
world, Roser and Victor will find that home might have been closer than they
thought all along. A masterful work of historical fiction about hope, exile, and
belonging, A Long Petal of the Sea shows Isabel Allende at the height of her
powers. Praise for A Long Petal of the Sea “Both an intimate look at the
relationship between one man and one woman and an epic story of love, war,
family, and the search for home, this gorgeous novel, like all the best novels,
transports the reader to another time and place, and also sheds light on the way
we live now.”—J. Courtney Sullivan, author of Saints for All Occasions “This is a
novel not just for those of us who have been Allende fans for decades, but also for
those who are brand-new to her work: What a joy it must be to come upon Allende
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for the first time. She knows that all stories are love stories, and the greatest love
stories are told by time.”—Colum McCann, National Book Award–winning author of
Let the Great World Spin

The Interestings
During the time Mowgli was with the wolf pack, he is abducted by the Bandar-log
monkeys to the ruined city. Baloo and Bagheera set out to rescue him with Kaa the
python. Kaa defeats the Bandar-log, frees Mowgli, and hypnotises the monkeys
and the other animals with his dance. Mowgli rescues Baloo and Bagheera from the
spell. The Jungle Book (1894) is a collection of stories by English author Rudyard
Kipling. The stories were first published in magazines in 1893–94. The original
publications contain illustrations, some by Rudyard's father, John Lockwood Kipling.
Kipling was born in India and spent the first six years of his childhood there. After
about ten years in England, he went back to India and worked there for about sixand-a-half years. These stories were written when Kipling lived in Vermont. Famous
stories of The Jungle Book Rudyard Kipling: Mowgli's Brothers, Kaa's Hunting, Tiger!
Tiger!, The White Seal, Rikki-Tikki-Tavi, Toomai of the Elephants, Her Majesty’s
Servants.

Rita and Ralph's Rotten Day
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When Gilbert and Lola's cousin Wally comes to visit for Easter, he learns a lesson
about being greedy during the annual Easter egg hunt.

The Puppy Place #9: Pugsley
Brady loves life on the Chesapeake Bay with his friends J.T. and Digger. But
developers and rich families are moving into the area, and while Brady befriends
some of them, like the DiAngelos, his parents and friends are bitter about the
changes. Tragedy strikes when the DiAngelos’ kayak overturns in the bay, and
Brady wonders if it was more than an accident. Soon, Brady discovers the terrible
truth behind the kayak’s sinking, and it will change the lives of those he loves
forever. Priscilla Cummings deftly weaves a suspenseful tale of three teenagers
caught in a wicked web of deception.

Last One in Is a Rotten Egg!
There's nothing worse than a rotten redheaded older brother who can do
everything you can do better! Patricia's brother Richard could run the fastest,
climb the highest, and spit the farthest and still smile his extra-rotten, greenytoothed, weasel-eyed grin. But when little Patricia wishes on a shooting star that
she could do something—anything—to show him up, she finds out just what
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wishes—and rotten redheaded older brothers—can really do. Patricia Polacco's
boldly and exuberantly painted pictures tell a lively and warmhearted tale of comic
one-upsmanship and brotherly love.

You Were Born on a Rotten Day
Work on a Rotten Day
The Guide to Losing -- or Finding -- Your True Soul Mate Did you know: Capricorns
are cowards when it comes to public displays of affection? Aries get amorous in
unusual places? Leos love to be serviced? Cosmo's Bedside Astrologer, Hazel DixonCooper, reveals all this and more in this sexy, uninhibited guide to love and
romance, the follow-up to her hip and hilarious Born on a Rotten Day. In Love on a
Rotten Day, Dixon-Cooper walks the wild side of the zodiac, delivering the goods
on which sign cheats and who's a manipulator, a bully, a brat, a nutcase, or a
nympho. Lovers, would-be lovers, and ex-lovers will rejoice in advice on how to:
Safely dump a Scorpio Convince a Virgo to have spontaneous sex Snag a romancephobic Aquarius An honest and uproarious guide to losing and finding your true
soul mate, Love on a Rotten Day is this century's answer to the timeless query
"What's your sign?"
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Blubber
Heidi (1881) is a children’s novel written by Swiss author Johanna Spyri. One of the
best-selling books of all time, Heidi is not only a defining work of Swiss literature,
but a beloved masterpiece of children’s fiction. It was adapted into a 1937 film
starring Shirley Temple, and has since gone on to inspire numerous feature films,
television series, and animated works. It is especially popular in Japan, serving as
source material for the early hit anime series Heidi, Girl of the Alps. Heidi, a young
orphan girl, is sent by her aunt to live with her grandfather in the Swiss Alps. A
reclusive man, he is known as the Alm-Uncle by the townsfolk he avoids and
disdains. Although initially wary of Heidi’s presence, he soon softens, learning to
love the young girl and to appreciate her inherent goodness and unusual
intelligence. Although she wants to go to school, he refuses on account of his
distrust of the town and its people. Despite this, Heidi befriends a neighboring
family—a young goatherd named Peter, his mother Brigitte, and her elderly
mother—who eventually accept her as one of their own. When her aunt Dete
returns to take her to Frankfurt, however, her newfound life in the country is
exchanged for one of service in the city. There, she works as a companion for
Clara, the crippled daughter of a wealthy family. The two become fast friends, and
in exchange for her love and affection, Heidi is encouraged to learn reading and
writing, as well as to study the teachings of Christianity. She misses the
countryside, however, and longs to return to the Swiss Alps once more. Beloved by
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readers around the world for well over a century, Johanna Spyri’s Heidi is a classic
tale of faith and friendship with lessons for children and adults alike. With a
beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of
Johanna Spyri’s Heidi is a classic of Swiss literature and children’s fiction
reimagined for modern readers.

Harness Astrology's Bad Boy
"Dogs, famous and infamous and otherwise, throughout history, for children."--

Rita and Ralph's Rotten Day
Nasty Astrology
Exploring exactly what hidden demons lurk within other people’s psyches, Nasty
Astrology reveals all the unspoken truths about people’s star signs. Aren’t you
bored with all the astrology books that tell you what a nice person everyone is?
Don’t you know, deep down, that there are some very unpleasant aspects to all our
characters? Wouldn’t you like to know the truth about the other signs? What makes
them tick? What their dark little secrets are? In this wonderfully nasty book you
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learn the truth about the personalities of your friends, lovers, boss, colleagues, and
even the dark secrets about yourself. Lifting the lid on real astrology, you can know
what everybody around you really thinks and feels, about their secrets and
motivations, and how to push people’s buttons. With humour and wit, and no holds
barred (no, really), Richard MacDonald, unveils saucy secrets, motivations and the
unspeakable traits of the zodiac.
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